Object Link tool broken (hangs forever or does not insert link)

When I click Insert Object Link, it hangs forever, and PHP lists errors in searchlib-unified.php

Same problem in category admin if you have unified_add_to_categ_search enabled the add objects hangs too

I had a go at this yesterday and committed in r58281 - still need to work out how to make the links for objects other than wiki pages, but at least it's now not totally broken ;}
Tiki 15.4 and ulterior should not freeze.
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lindon 07 Nov 15 15:38 GMT-0000

Hi Circuitsoft,

Thanks for reporting. I wasn't able to log into the show instance to see the issue. Also, could you be more specific in the description as to when this happens? I went to file galleries on my local site using the finder view but wasn't sure where the option appears to insert an object link.

Thanks,
lindon

Jonny Bradley 07 Nov 15 16:35 GMT-0000

I reset the admin password to 12345 and am now in, but i also can't see where the error occurs.

It doesn't look like either elfinder or Inline WYSIWYG Editing is enabled there (but are the features specified in the bug report), and i can't remember now where that "insert object" occurs (even though i vaguely remember writing it!)

Any clues?

Thanks 😊
Jonny Bradley 07 Nov 15 16:40 GMT-0000

P.S. I checked on toolbars admin as i think that's where to add the object link tool but it looks really broken - icons all messed up. I ran svn up on it and cleared the caches but looks like we have a bit of a (blocker) problem there i think...

lindon 08 Nov 15 14:41 GMT-0000

Admin toolbars fixed with this commit and merged with trunk. The original problem of object link hanging remains.

Jonny Bradley 09 Nov 15 11:31 GMT-0000

Thanks Lindon again - looks good now. The objectlink tool needs rewriting sadly, not sure when i'll be able to get to it, but will try 😊

Jonny Bradley 07 Nov 15 17:22 GMT-0000

Have found the problem - looks like the object_selector function was totally rewritten in r52030 and various key features this dialog used were removed then. Not sure how to fix it, not trivial for sure... but well spotted and thanks for reporting it 😊

Circuitsoft 14 Mar 16 19:06 GMT-0000

I upgraded an existing Tiki-12 system when my current employer hired me. I suspect Object Link was a feature enabled on the previous install, which is why I never found it in the Show instance. Now that I know where to find it (unfortunately, after you found it) I can at least watch this to see if/when it gets fixed.

Jonny Bradley 14 Mar 16 19:09 GMT-0000
Thanks for your interest and keeping an eye on this, it's still on the list for 15.0 and I hope to be able to have another go at it one day...

Philippe Cloutier 15 Jan 17 18:15 GMT-0000

In trunk, clicking an Object Link tool displays the dialog. Could you clarify what problem you experience?

Note that as reported in https://tiki.org/forumthread62483?topics_offset=10 unified_add_to_categ_search seems broken.
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